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ABSTRACT: The principles underlying water reorganization
around simple nonpolar solutes are well understood and
provide the framework for the classical hydrophobic eﬀect,
whereby water molecules structure themselves around solutes
so that they maintain favorable energetic contacts with both
the solute and the other water molecules. However, for certain
solute surface topographies, water molecules, due to their
geometry and size, are unable to simultaneously maintain
favorable energetic contacts with both the surface and
neighboring water molecules. In this study, we analyze the
solvation of ligand-binding sites for six structurally diverse
proteins using hydration site analysis and measures of local water structure, in order to identify surfaces at which water molecules
are unable to structure themselves in a way that maintains favorable enthalpy relative to bulk water. These surfaces are
characterized by a high degree of enclosure, weak solute−water interactions, and surface constraints that induce unfavorable pair
interactions between neighboring water molecules. Additionally, we ﬁnd that the solvation of charged side chains in an active site
generally results in favorable enthalpy but can also lead to pair interactions between neighboring water molecules that are
signiﬁcantly unfavorable relative to bulk water. We ﬁnd that frustrated local structure can occur not only in apolar and weakly
polar pockets, where overall enthalpy tends to be unfavorable, but also in charged pockets, where overall water enthalpy tends to
be favorable. The characterization of local water structure in these terms may prove useful for evaluating the displacement of
water from diverse protein active-site environments.

1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of protein−ligand complementarity eﬀectively
states that, in order for a ligand to bind with reasonable aﬃnity
to a given target protein, it must ﬁt in the cavity to which it
binds without steric conﬂicts (shape complementarity) and
make appropriate hydrophilic and hydrophobic contacts with
the protein surface (electrostatic complementarity). While the
idea of complementarity is a simpliﬁed picture of the molecular
recognition process, it is exceptionally valuable in that it
provides the fundamental conceptual framework on which
structure-based drug discovery and design is based. On the
other hand, water, while widely recognized as playing an
instrumental role in the molecular recognition process, and
having a signiﬁcant, if not dominant, contribution to the free
energy of recognition, is not described in the complementarity
© XXXX American Chemical Society

framework, except indirectly in that the chemical groups of
both the ligand and the protein are frequently categorized by
their interaction with water (i.e., either hydrophobic or
hydrophilic). Unfortunately, for water, there is no simple
conceptual framework within which drug designers can
estimate whether displacement of water molecules from a
region will be free energetically beneﬁcial, detrimental, or
neither.
Part of the reason for the lack of such a framework is that
water is a complex ﬂuid and presents a number of conundrums,
which do not exist when considering only direct protein−ligand
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Figure 1. Water structure on simple and complex surfaces. (a) Water clathrate cage around a methane molecule.58 Optimal (b) and suboptimal (c
and d) water structure on a protein active site surface, illustrated using MD simulation snapshots of a part of the streptavidin active site. The red
dashes in parts c and d indicate lost interactions that are maintained in the optimal scenario.

contacts with neighboring water molecules at a level similar to
that of water molecules in the bulk (Figure 1a). This is reﬂected
by the small changes in hydration enthalpies for small
hydrophobic molecules, such as argon or methane, but a
corresponding entropic penalty due to the ordering necessary
to form this cage.33 This strengthening of the water network
and the corresponding entropic penalty have remained key
features of our understanding of the hydrophobic eﬀect at
biological temperatures.
In contrast to simple hydrophobic surfaces,34 protein active
sites vary electrostatically and are composed of amino acids,
which can have apolar, neutral, and charged side chains, and can
both donate and accept hydrogen bonds. In addition, binding
site surfaces are frequently concave and the solvating water
molecules are often surrounded by the protein in multiple
directions. Despite these diﬀerences, we expect the physical
principles that guide the water structure in such complex
environments to be similar, in that water molecules tend to
pack into active sites so that they maintain favorable hydrogen
bond contacts with both their water neighbors and the protein
surface. An example of optimal structuring of water molecules
in a protein active site is illustrated in Figure 1b, which shows a
conﬁguration taken from an explicit solvent molecule dynamics
(MD) trajectory of streptavidin. In this example, the water
molecules form favorable hydrogen bond contacts both with
their neighboring water molecules and with the protein surface.
However, it is not diﬃcult to imagine surface topographies and
charge distributions that cannot be eﬃciently solvated by water.
A relatively trivial example of this is a single water molecule
surrounded by three or more hydrogen bond acceptors. In this
case, not all of the hydrogen bonds can be satisﬁed, since a
water molecule can only simultaneously donate two hydrogen
bonds, one for each hydrogen. Scenarios in which there is a
breakdown of such an optimal structure are illustrated in Figure
1c and d, where water molecules do not make all of the
favorable interactions with the surface (c) or with their
neighbors (d). The relative populations of optimal and
suboptimal water conﬁgurations are relevant in the context of
molecular recognition. For instance, if the predominant water
conﬁgurations corresponded to Figure 1c and d, as opposed to
the conﬁguration in Figure 1b, it would be reasonable to expect
that the free energetic cost of displacing water would be lower,
and hence lead to higher ligand-binding aﬃnity. Consequently,
the determination of whether surface water maintains favorable
energetic interactions with its neighbors, with the protein
surface, and with its environment as a whole is of crucial value
in describing the driving forces of ligand binding and potentially
in the optimization of lead compounds in drug design.

interactions. On a given surface, water molecules are in
constant ﬂuctuation, translating and reorienting in space,
leading to density ﬂuctuations and the regular making and
breaking of hydrogen bonds. Although it is generally a
reasonable approximation to consider a ligand to be ﬁxed in
a pose, thereby allowing the assessment of whether a given
protein−ligand hydrophilic and hydrophobic contact is being
made or not being made, a water molecule’s interactions with a
surface are ﬂuctuating too much to support a view that water is
posed on a surface. Such considerations have made it diﬃcult to
construct a simple, yet generally accurate, conceptual framework for considering the role of solvation in molecular
recognition with protein surfaces.
Despite these diﬃculties, the characterization of water
structure and thermodynamics on protein surfaces has attracted
strong interest due to its impact on protein−ligand binding.1−9
As a result, a signiﬁcant number of computational tools have
been developed in the past years that calculate the
thermodynamics of water on solute surfaces.10−21 The
application of these tools on protein surfaces has led to a
better understanding of the role of water molecules in
molecular recognition. In other studies, water structure on
protein surfaces has been characterized in terms of the
geometry and local environment of solvating water molecules.
For example, in a series of explicit-water simulations of the
melittin tetramer, Rossky and co-workers investigated the eﬀect
of surface topography on the structure of solvating water, which
indicated the clathrate-like water structure, typical of small
convex surfaces, exchanged with a less ordered inverted
conﬁguration.22 Young et al. identiﬁed hydrophobic enclosures
and correlated hydrogen bonds on protein surfaces as key
factors underlying unusual enthalpic and entropic costs of
solvation.11 Sharp used the angular distribution of water−water
hydrogen bonds to show that an increased fraction of water
molecules engaged in low-angle hydrogen bonds on protein
surfaces that contained both polar and apolar residues.23,24
Several other investigations of the properties of water molecules
on protein surfaces are summarized in recent reviews.1,24−29
The iceberg model30 of hydrophobic hydration, which was
ﬁrst laid out by Frank and Evans and later elaborated upon in
biological settings by Kauzmann, Tanford, and others,1,32,28
provides a conceptual framework for understanding water
reorganization around solutes. In this model, water structure is
dominated by packing around the solute so that it maintains its
hydrogen bond interactions with the surrounding environment.
In the hydration of small hydrophobic moieties, water
molecules pack around the hydrophobic moiety, forming an
iceberg or clathrate-like cage, while maintaining hydrogen bond
B
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Table 1. Proteins Investigated in This Studya
number of sites
protein

abbrev

PDB ID

res (Å)

A.En

A.Fr

P.En

P.Fr

C.En

C.Fr

Abl kinase
acetylcholinesterase
caspase 3
factor Xa
HIV-1 protease
streptavidin

Abl
AChE
Casp
Fxa
HIVP
Strept

3CS935
4EY736
2H5I37
1FJS38
3NUO39
1STP40

2.21
2.35
1.69
1.92
1.35
2.60

13
14
5
8
4
5

1
2
0
3
1
0

13
18
16
10
8
10

2
4
11
6
3
2

2
4
0
3
9
0

8
2
8
12
8
3

49

7

75

28

18

41

total
a

In each case, chain A in the PDB entry was analyzed. The numbers of hydration sites of each type (see main text) are also listed.

default preparation protocol of Maestro Protein Preparation
Wizard and were further conﬁrmed by checking the papers
corresponding to each of the above PDB structures for
evidence of any alternative protonation states.
2.1.2. Simulation Protocol. Each of the following simulations was carried out using Desmond (GPU version).44 All
systems containing solute atoms were solvated in a periodic box
of TIP3P water molecules whose edges were located at least 10
Å from any of the solute atoms. Appropriate numbers of Na+ or
Cl− ions were placed to neutralize each system. After
preparation, each system was subjected to energy minimization
which involved 1500 steps of steepest descent, with all solute
atoms harmonically restrained using a force constant of 100
kcal/mol Å2. This was followed by another round of up to 2000
steps of conjugate gradient minimization, using the same
restraints but only for solute heavy atoms. A multistage NPT
equilibration was performed at a constant pressure of 1 atm,
where restraints were gradually decreased from 100 to 10 kcal/
mol Å2, in decrements of 10 kcal/mol Å2. The ﬁnal production
was run under constant temperature, pressure, and number of
particles. The total lengths of equilibration and production runs
were 2 and 10 ns, respectively. In all production simulations,
solute atoms were harmonically restrained using force constants
of 10.0 kcal/mol/Å2. For all systems, simulations were carried
out with the SHAKE algorithm45 to constrain bond lengths
involving hydrogen atoms. Temperature was regulated with the
Langevin thermostat with a relaxation time of 1.0 ps−1, and
pressure was regulated by isotropic position scaling, with a
relaxation time of 2.0 ps−1. During production simulations,
snapshots were saved every 1 ps, resulting in 10,000 snapshots
in total for each system.
2.2. Hydration Site Analysis. 2.2.1. Identiﬁcation of
Hydration Sites. High density spherical regions (hydration
sites) of 1 Å radius were identiﬁed using a clustering procedure
reported previously.2 In brief, for each protein, the spatial
coordinates of the oxygen and two hydrogens of every water
molecule were obtained for 1000 snapshots, using every 10th of
the original 10,000 snapshots, and were stored in a single
superconﬁguration. From this superconﬁguration, for each
water molecule, its neighboring water molecules within 1.0 Å
oxygen−oxygen distance were counted. The coordinates of the
water molecule with the highest number of neighbors were
selected as the position of the center of a potential hydration
site. This water molecule and all of its neighbors were removed
from subsequent iterations of the same procedure which was
repeated until all hydration sites were identiﬁed with a number
of water neighbors at least twice that of bulk water. The
resulting hydration sites were each populated by retrieving all
water molecules from the full 10,000 snapshots, which had

The present paper investigates the reorganization of water
molecules in a diverse set of six protein active sites. We focus
on the energetics of water reorganization, as we aim to identify
protein surface features that prevent water from maintaining
favorable interactions with neighboring water molecules and
with their environments as a whole. Our characterization of
water is based on simple measures of local structure that
describe water−water interactions in the ﬁrst solvation shell
and are obtained from explicit solvent molecular dynamics
simulations of solutes. We compare the structure of water in
protein active sites with that of bulk water, and as well as that of
water at the surfaces of simple apolar, polar, and charged
solutes. This comparison of water molecules on diﬀerent solute
surfaces results in identiﬁcation of protein surface features that
cause strong perturbation in the local structure of water
molecules, relative to the bulk. The measures of local structure
reported in this study also provide a useful approach for
quantifying and visualizing these perturbations and evaluating
the displacement of water molecules from protein active sites.

2. METHODS
Explicit water molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were run
followed by hydration site analysis (HSA)2 of trajectories. We
ﬁrst investigated the properties of water molecules in neat
water, and on the surfaces of methane, the exterior of
cucurbit[7]uril (CB7), and the side chains of phenylalanine
(Phe), tyrosine (Tyr), asparagine (Asn), glutamine (Gln),
aspartate (Asp), and arginine (Arg). These were followed by
analogous analysis of water in the binding sites of six proteins
listed in Table 1. Details of the simulation protocols and
calculation of water properties are described below.
2.1. Systems and Simulation Setup. 2.1.1. System
Preparation. All of the simulations were run using the TIP3P
water model. For the bulk water simulations, a small box
containing 521 water molecules was used. The CB7 molecule
and amino acids for reference simulations were typed with the
OPLS200541 force ﬁeld and amber99SB,42 respectively. For
each protein system, a ligand-bound X-ray structure (Table 1)
was used as the starting point after removing the ligand
molecule. All protein systems were prepared using Maestro
Protein Preparation Wizard.43 This step involved optimization
of side chain orientations, assignment of protonation states, and
capping of the N- and C-termini of the peptide chains with Nacetyl and N-methylamide groups. Asp27 in HIV protease and
Glu202 in acetylcholinesterase were assigned to be neutral. For
the rest of the systems, all aspartate and glutamate side chains
were assigned as negatively charged and lysine and arginine side
chains were assigned as positively charged, while histidines were
assigned as neutral. These assignments were based on the
C
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HB
The quantity NHB
sw − Nww,lost represents a measure of how well
hydrogen bonds from the hydration site to the solute
compensate, or even overcompensate, for those lost with
other waters in the bulk. Finally, we deﬁne an additional
measure of local structure, the average number of hydrogen
bonds the water in a hydration site makes with its ﬁrst-shell
water neighbors, per ﬁrst-shell water neighbor:

oxygen atoms within 1.0 Å from the corresponding hydration
site center. As in the initial clustering step, only hydration sites
with twice bulk or higher density (corresponding to a
population of 2800 or higher) were retained. The populated
hydration sites were then enumerated according to their
occupancies, with the highest populated site being given the
index 0. In the subsequent text, a hydration site belonging to a
protein is referred to by using the abbreviation of the protein
(Table 1) followed by its occupancy rank; e.g., Abl 0 is the most
occupied site in Abl kinase.
In order to depict a highly occupied water conﬁguration
associated with a given hydration site, we grouped all MD
snapshots with an instance of a water molecule in the site;
computed the distances between all pairs of these instances, in a
six-dimensional rotation−translation space; identiﬁed the pair
with the shortest distance; and stored the conﬁguration of one
member of this pair. The hydrogen bonds in the illustrations
are computed on the basis of this conﬁguration, using the
geometric criteria above. As a consequence, the number of
hydrogen bonds displayed does not always match the numbers
listed in the data tables. In the study of ligand displacement of
hydration sites, a hydration site is considered to be displaced if
any heavy atom of the ligand is within 2.0 Å of the center of the
site.
2.3. Descriptors of Water Structure and Energetics.
The subsections below deﬁne a set of properties used to
characterize hydration sites in terms of both structure and
energetics. Note that all of these quantities are normalized by
the occupancy of the hydration site. For example, when
computing the average number of ﬁrst-shell neighbors for the
water in a hydration site which is occupied by a water molecule
in only 0.7 of the Nframes MD frames, we use a denominator of
0.7Nframes.
2.3.1. Water Neighbors, Enclosure, and Hydrogen
Bonding. Two water molecules are considered to be ﬁrstshell neighbors in a given MD frame if their oxygen atoms are
separated by less than 3.5 Å. This distance criterion is based on
the location of the minima of the oxygen−oxygen radial
distribution function for bulk water.46 The mean number of
these ﬁrst shell neighbors for water in each hydration site is
termed Nnbr, and this ﬁrst-shell neighbor count is used to deﬁne
the fractional enclosure of a hydration site, by referencing the
number of its ﬁrst-shell neighbors to the mean number of ﬁrstshell neighbors of a TIP3P water molecule in the bulk, Nnbr
bulk:
fenc ≡ 1 −

HB
f ww
=

HB
Nww

N nbr

2.3.2. Energy Analysis. The total energy of the water in a
hydration site, Etot, is calculated as the sum of its mean water−
water Eww and solute−water Esw interaction energies, where Eww
is one-half the mean interaction energy of the water in the site
with all other waters and Esw is one-half the mean interaction
energy of the water in the site with the solute. The factors of
one-half follow the convention that half of the interaction
energy in a pairwise interaction is assigned to each molecule of
the pair. We also compute Enbr
ww , the mean interaction energy of
the water in each hydration site with its ﬁrst-shell neighbors,
where the ﬁrst shell is deﬁned with the same distance cutoﬀ as
for Nnbr, and the same factor of one-half mentioned above is
applied. One may characterize the structuring of the water
associated with a hydration site in terms of the quantity
nbr
Eww
̅ ≡

nbr
Eww

N nbr

This is the mean interaction energy of water in the site with its
ﬁrst shell, normalized by the mean number of water molecules
in the ﬁrst shell; we consider water structure to be enhanced or
frustrated around a hydration site depending on whether E̅ nbr
ww is
more or less favorable, respectively, than the corresponding
quantity for a water in bulk.
We also characterized the ﬁrst-shell energetics of selected
hydration sites i in more detail by computing the probability
distributions of their site-to-ﬁrst shell interactions. For each
MD frame k with a water in hydration site i, we computed the
interaction energies, Eww,ijk, of the site water with each of its j =
1, ..., Ni,k ﬁrst-shell waters in the frame. For example, if frame k
included a water at hydration site i and four ﬁrst-shell
neighbors, then Ni,k = 4 and four interaction energies were
recorded for the site in this frame. The resulting values of Eww,ijk
across all MD frames were binned into energy intervals of δE =
0.06 kcal/mol, where bins were indexed with subscript n, so
that the energy range associated with bin n is [nδE, (n + 1)δE],
and the number of energy values in bin n is termed Nn. Since
the bins are narrow, we associated energy En = nδE with bin n.
The number density, over energy, of the ﬁrst-shell interaction
energies for site i then was computed as

N nbr
nbr
Nbulk

This quantity indicates the degree to which the water in a
hydration site is blocked from contact with other water
molecules.
Two molecules are considered to be hydrogen bonded if
their donor−acceptor heavy atom distance is within 3.5 Å and
the hydrogen−donor−acceptor angle is less than or equal to
30°.46 The mean numbers of hydrogen bonds made by the
water in a hydration site with other water molecules and with
HB
the solute are written as NHB
ww and Nsw , respectively, while the
mean number of hydrogen bonds made by a water in the bulk is
NHB
ww,bulk. One may also deﬁne the number of water−water
hydrogen bonds whose loss is attributable to enclosure (i.e.,
assuming no restructuring of water relative to bulk) as

ρi (En) =

Nn
N nbr
δE ∑k Ni , k

Note that ∑n Nn = ∑k Ni , k . The quantity ρi(En) is a number
density, so that summing it over energy bins n gives the average
number of ﬁrst shell neighbors for hydration site i. Additionally,
summing Enρi(En) over bins n gives the average total water−
water energy in the ﬁrst shell of site i. It is also worth noting
that the precise value of the hydration site radius has a minimal
eﬀect on the energetic quantities described above. We
conﬁrmed this by computing Etot and E̅nbr
ww for all hydration
sites in factor Xa, using distance cutoﬀs of 0.8 and 1.2 Å, and

HB
HB
Nww,lost
≡ fenc Nww,bulk

D
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Figure 2. Hydration of simple apolar surfaces. The most probable water conﬁgurations in investigated hydration sites on the exterior surface of CB7
(top left) and the aromatic surface of the Phe side chain (bottom left). The molecular surface of CB7 and Phe is shown: gray, carbon; red, oxygen;
blue, nitrogen. Number density (middle) and probability distribution (right) of the interaction energy for water molecules on methane, CB7, and
Phe surfaces, compared with the same distribution for pure water.

Table 2. Average Energetic (kcal/mol) and Structural Quantities of Water Molecules in Neat Water, at the Surfaces of Simple
Solutes and Protein Active Sitesa
number

−0.05
−0.77
−1.65

−9.42
−8.79
−7.46

−2.08
−2.31
−3.85
−2.59

−8.04
−6.82
−6.19
−6.33

−2.79

−7.03

−3.81
−3.08
−5.59
−4.51

−6.30
−5.90
−4.89
−4.45

−6.42
−5.42
−6.64

−4.39
−5.00
−4.17

18
41

−5.64
−7.60

−5.10
−3.13

−9.53
−1.36
Simple Apolar
−9.47
−1.45
−9.57
−1.51
−9.11
−1.52
Protein Apolar Averages
−10.11
−1.65
−9.14
−1.67
−10.04
−1.33
−8.92
−1.28
Simple Polar
−9.81
−1.33
Protein Polar Averages
−10.11
−1.60
−8.98
−1.69
−10.48
−1.16
−8.96
−1.18
Simple Charged
−10.82
−1.08
−10.42
−1.22
−10.82
−0.96
Protein Charged Averages
−10.75
−1.70
−10.73
−0.95

104
114

−4.19
−4.49

−5.73
−5.56

−9.93
−10.05

32
17
2
5

Asn
45
30
17
11

Asp
Arg site 1
Arg site 2
C.En.F
C.Fr.F
displaced sites
undisplaced sites

E̅nbr
ww

Etot

−9.53

methane
CB7
Phe

P.En.F
P.En.U
P.Fr.F
P.Fr.U

Eww

0.00

pure water

A.En.F
A.En.U
A.Fr.F
A.Fr.U

Esw

−1.51
−1.39

Nnbr

fenc

NHB
sw

NHB
ww

f HB
ww

NHB
ww,lost

5.26

0.00

0.00

3.33

0.63

0.00

4.92
4.44
3.68

0.12
0.18
0.31

0.00
0.00
0.00

3.28
3.13
2.59

0.67
0.70
0.69

0.21
0.52
1.00

4.24
3.67
4.79
4.04

0.21
0.31
0.13
0.26

0.01
0.01
0.05
0.02

3.20
2.71
3.20
2.54

0.76
0.75
0.67
0.63

0.64
1.00
0.30
0.77

4.02

0.25

0.88

2.51

0.62

0.78

3.23
2.85
3.71
3.04

0.39
0.46
0.30
0.43

0.99
0.72
1.18
1.11

2.31
2.05
2.25
1.79

0.73
0.74
0.60
0.59

1.28
1.52
0.98
1.40

4.46
3.85
4.10

0.19
0.27
0.24

1.03
0.97
1.59

2.47
2.39
2.15

0.55
0.62
0.52

0.50
0.89
0.73

2.77
3.34

0.47
0.37

1.26
1.36

2.08
1.88

0.76
0.55

1.57
1.21

3.40
3.41

0.36
0.36

0.68
0.93

2.38
2.26

0.71
0.66

1.19
1.20

a

The amino acid main chain amines and carboxylic acids were capped with N-acetyl and N-methylamide groups, respectively, and water sites were
examined only at the side chains, as detailed in the text. Similarly, we examined water only at the apolar outer surface of CB7. The data for Phe are
averages of the very similar results for water sites above and below the ring. The data for Asn and Gln are also very similar, and only Asn results are
reported here (see the Supporting Information for Gln). See text for deﬁnitions of Arg 1 and Arg 2. Averages are reported for protein hydration site
groups. See the Supporting Information for standard deviations of the averages listed here.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We consider water at three types of solute surfaces: apolar (A),
neutral polar (P), and charged (C). For each type, we examine
a simple solute of appropriate type, such as methane for apolar
and then contrast this with water sites at the same type of
surface in a protein binding pocket. Neat water serves as an
additional reference baseline. The water sites at each type of
surface are additionally classiﬁed by the quantity E̅ nbr
ww (see
Methods), so that a site is considered to have “enhanced” water

comparing the results with those obtained using a cutoﬀ of 1.0
Å. The largest diﬀerences in these quantities across all sites is
found to be 0.12 and 0.04 kcal/mol, for Etot and E̅nbr
ww ,
respectively, and the means and standard deviations of these
diﬀerences are considerably smaller. For example, Etot changes
by an average of 0.052 ± 0.03 kcal/mol and E̅ nbr
ww by 0.009 ±
0.01 kcal/mol when calculated with hydration site radii of 1.0 Å
versus 1.2 Å.
E
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Table 3. Energetic (kcal/mol) and Structural Properties of Water Molecules in Speciﬁc Hydration Sites Belonging to Categories
Listed in Table 2
type

Esw

Eww

Abl Site 13
Abl site 16
FXa site 21
FXa site 23

A.En.U
A.En.U
A.Fr.U
A.Fr.U

−3.22
−2.48
−2.63
−2.71

−5.32
−5.87
−6.10
−6.09

Abl site 6
FXa site 32

P.En.U
P.Fr.U

−5.75
−1.95

−3.15
−6.99

AChE site 0
Casp site 0
Casp site 4

C.En.F
C.Fr.F
C.Fr.F

−10.69
−13.78
−11.57

−1.89
0.55
1.16

E̅nbr
ww

Etot

Nnbr

Speciﬁc Apolar Protein Sites
−8.55
−1.97
3.10
−8.35
−2.21
2.22
−8.73
−1.31
3.34
−8.80
−1.33
3.73
Speciﬁc Neutral Polar Protein Sites
−8.91
−2.19
1.14
−8.94
−1.08
4.52
Speciﬁc Charged Protein Sites
−12.58
−1.72
1.12
−13.22
−0.77
2.00
−10.41
−0.20
3.29

structure if its value of E̅ nbr
ww is less than that of a water in bulk,
and it is considered to have “frustrated” structure if it is greater.
Thus, apolar, polar, and charged sites with enhanced water
structure are termed A.En, P.En, and C.En, respectively, while
sites where water structure is frustrated are termed A.Fr, P.Fr,
and C.Fr. Each of these categories is then further divided
according to whether the total water energy, Etot, is more or less
favorable than the value of Etot for a water molecule in the bulk;
category A.En thus separates into A.En.F and A.En.U, and so
on. We used a t test to determine whether the total water
energy, Etot, of a hydration site is truly distinguishable from the
bulk. This resulted in only 11 of 218 sites with E tot
indistinguishable from bulk, based on the P-value cutoﬀ of
0.01. Since classifying these few sites as bulk-like, as opposed to
favorable or unfavorable, did not aﬀect our conclusions, we left
them in their original categories, F or U, depending on whether
their value of Etot was less or greater than that of bulk water.
Finally, we also examined the properties of water sites, in
proteins, that are known to be displaced by small ligands.
Detailed results for all of the hydration sites summarized here
are provided in the Supporting Information.
3.1. Water at Apolar Surfaces. 3.1.1. Simple Apolar
Molecules. Methane and the outer surface of the synthetic host
molecule CB7 represent simple, convex, apolar surfaces. For
methane, discrete hydration sites could not be identiﬁed, so
water molecules within its ﬁrst solvation shell were studied. The
ﬁrst solvation shell was considered to include all waters within
5.4 Å of the methane carbon, because this distance corresponds
to the ﬁrst minimum of the carbon−oxygen radial distribution
function.47 For CB7, seven equivalent hydration sites were
identiﬁed on the exterior surface, each near the center of one of
the seven glycoluril units (Figure 2, top left), and the present
results are averages over these seven sites. As detailed in Table
2, water molecules at both methane and CB7 have fewer ﬁrst
shell neighbors (Nnbr) than do water molecules in the bulk, but
their interactions with these neighbors are enhanced, as
indicated by more favorable average energetic interactions per
ﬁrst-shell neighbor (E̅nbr
ww ) and a greater fraction of neighbors
hydrogen bonding to the site water ( f HB
ww ), relative to the bulk.
Thus, these waters are both of type A.En. Their mean
interactions with all other water molecules (Eww) are somewhat
less favorable than that of bulk water, but water at these sites
also forms weak but favorable interactions with the solutes
(Esw). The net eﬀect is that the total energy (Etot) of these
waters remains close to that of bulk water; however, because
their values of Etot are slightly above and below that of bulk

fenc

NHB
sw

NHB
ww

f HB
ww

NHB
ww,lost

0.41
0.58
0.37
0.30

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.52
2.04
2.22
2.39

81.50
91.87
0.66
0.64

1.37
1.93
1.22
0.98

0.78
0.18

1.79
0.83

1.02
2.42

0.89
0.53

2.61
0.59

0.79
0.62
0.37

2.12
2.92
1.95

0.89
1.01
1.11

0.79
0.51
0.34

2.62
2.06
1.24

water, methane and CB7 waters must be classiﬁed as type
A.En.U and A.En.F, respectively.
The results are similar, but accentuated, for water sites
centered above and below the aromatic ring of phenylalanine
(Figure 2, bottom left; Table 2). Thus, as for waters near
methane and CB7, the mean interaction and fractional
HB
hydrogen bonding with ﬁrst-shell neighbors, E̅nbr
ww and E̅ ww , are
enhanced relative to the bulk. In addition, because the local
surface of the phenyl group is ﬂat, rather than convex like
methane or the outer surface of CB7, water at the phenyl
surface is more enclosed, so that fenc, is considerably higher, and
it has fewer ﬁrst-shell neighbors, so that Nnbr is considerably
lower. Not surprisingly, then, the overall interaction of water at
the phenyl surface with other waters, Eww, is less favorable than
water at methane or CB7. Thus, although water at the phenyl
group forms relatively favorable interactions with the solute, as
indicated by a low value of Esw, the net eﬀect is that the overall
energy, Etot, is unfavorable relative to the bulk, making this
clearly a site of type A.En.U.
The water−water interactions for water molecules at these
simple apolar surfaces may be further analyzed by examining
the distributions, ρi(En), of their ﬁrst-shell water−water
interaction energies (Figure 2, middle). The area under the
curve is somewhat smaller than that of bulk water (see ﬁgure)
for methane and CB7, and considerably smaller for Phe,
consistent with the numerical results summarized above. In
addition, the reduction in area stems almost entirely from the
parts of the graphs to the right of the peak, indicating selective
depletion of interactions that are only weakly favorable and
outright unfavorable; that said, some depletion to the left of the
peak can be discerned in the case of the phenyl site. In contrast,
the parts of the graph to the left of the peak track the bulk
graph rather closely, indicating retention of the most favorable
water−water interactions. Figure 2 (right) shows the
normalized probability distributions of ﬁrst shell interaction
energies for the same systems and illustrates how water
structure is enhanced. The curves for the hydrophobic groups
have higher peaks on the left, which shows that water on all
three of the hydrophobic surfaces has a higher probability of
forming strong pair interactions than water in the bulk and
correspondingly there is a lower probability of forming weaker
water pair interactions, as indicated by the lower height on the
right side of the curves.
The particularly marked reduction in neighbor count, Nnbr,
and in net water−water interactions, Eww, for water at the
center of the phenyl group may be rationalized, at least in part,
F
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a little more favorable than that of the bulk, but the
energetically unfavorable ones (A.Fr.U) deviate further, on
average. The A.Fr sites represent a breakdown of the traditional
view of hydrophobic solvation, because the loss of water
neighbors at these sites is no longer accompanied by enhanced
interactions with the remaining neighbors but rather by at least
a modest weakening of these interactions.
It is of interest to inspect and further characterize some of
the highest energy A sites in the protein pockets. Accordingly,
Figure 3 (top left) shows highly occupied water conﬁgurations

by the fact that the most probable orientation of water
molecules at this site point an OH group directly at the center
of the ring (Figure 2). This means that only about three
neighboring waters can form stabilizing hydrogen bonds with it.
Accordingly, the value of NHB
ww,lost is precisely 1.00, in contrast
with lower values of this quantity observed for water at the
surfaces of methane and CB7 (Table 2). This situation
contrasts with the convex surfaces of methane and CB7,
where the most probable water orientations allow more than
three neighbors to interact favorably. It is also consistent with
prior observations that water molecules with unsatisﬁed
hydrogen bonding potential at hydrophobic surfaces frequently
point an OH group toward the surface, forming what are
termed dangling hydrogen bonds.22,48,49
Overall, the solvation of convex surfaces is consistent with a
traditional view of hydrophobic hydration,30−32 in which, at
biological temperatures, there is little enthalpy cost for solvating
a hydrophobic surface, and the free energy cost is attributed to
the entropy penalty arising from the enhancement of water
structure around the hydrophobic moiety. The solvation of the
phenyl group suggests that even on ﬂat surfaces there may be
an enthalpic penalty to solvation as well.50,51 All of these sites
are classiﬁed as A.En, indicating enhanced structure, rather than
A.Fr, which would indicate frustrated structure. It is also worth
noting that, in a previous study, we calculated the ﬁrst order
entropic cost of hydrating the outer surface of CB7 to be 0.60
kcal/water molecule.12 Although tools for estimating the full
contribution of water−water correlation to hydration entropy
are not yet available, accounting for the increased correlation at
surfaces should further supplement the ﬁrst-order term entropic
penalty.
3.1.2. Hydration of Apolar Surfaces in Protein Binding
Pockets. A total of 56 hydration sites in the protein pockets
studied here are classiﬁed as A (apolar type), based on the
somewhat arbitrary but physically reasonable criterion that they
average fewer than 0.1 hydrogen bonds with the protein, i.e.,
that NHB
sw < 0.1. The bulk of these A sites (49 of the 56) are like
those on the apolar simple solutes in the sense that they are
further classiﬁed as having enhanced water structure, because
their values of E̅ nbr
ww are less than that of bulk water. However,
the protein A.En sites tend to have even more favorable values
of E̅ nbr
ww than the simple solute ones (Table 2; see A.En.F and
A.En.U rows), indicating even more enhanced water structure,
on average. They also tend to have more favorable water−
solute interactions, Esw, which is not surprising, given the
potential for more intimate contacts with the solute. Perhaps
surprisingly, however, the average degree of enclosure, as
measured by fenc, is not especially high, consistent with average
losses of at most 1.00 hydrogen bond between these sites and
other waters (NHB
ww,lost in Table 2). The total energies of these
sites, Etot, remain within about 0.6 kcal/mol of the bulk. Overall,
then, the A.En sites in the proteins may be viewed as similar to
the A.En sites on the simple solutes but with generally more
pronounced deviations from bulk properties.
However, there are also seven A sites in the binding pockets
which, unlike water at the simple solutes, have values of E̅nbr
ww
which are unfavorable relative to the bulk, ranging up to −1.23
kcal/mol, and which therefore are categorized as A.Fr, rather
than A.En sites. These, on average, have considerably more
favorable interactions with the protein (despite the lack of
water−protein hydrogen bonding), and less favorable water−
water interactions, relative to the A.En sites (Table 2). The
energetically favorable ones (A.Fr.F) average total energies only

Figure 3. High energy hydration sites in apolar surface pockets. Top
row: Abl 13 and Abl 16. Bottom row: FXa 21 and FXa 23. Left:
Representative water conﬁgurations in labeled and neighboring
hydration sites in the context of the active-site molecular surface
(gray, carbon; red, oxygen; blue, nitrogen). Right: Number density
distribution of the interaction energy of hydration site water molecules
with their ﬁrst shell neighbors, compared with the same distribution
for pure water.

for hydration sites 13 and 16 in Abl kinase, two A.En.U sites for
which E̅ nbr
ww is particularly favorable yet Etot is particularly
unfavorable (Table 3). Highly occupied conﬁgurations of
several nearby sites are also shown. These sites are positioned
in hydrophobic (gray surface) concavities, within hydrogenbonding distance of other hydration sites (unlabeled), which
aﬀord enhanced ﬁrst-shell interactions and thus account for the
structural enhancement of sites 13 and 16. The selective loss of
moderately favorable and outright unfavorable neighbor
interactions, relative to the bulk, is clearly evident in the
energy distributions of these two sites (Figure 3, top right). The
particularly marked depletion for site 16 is consistent with the
reduced number of neighbors evident in the top left panel of
the ﬁgure. The energy distribution functions for these two sites
may be viewed as strongly enhanced versions of the
corresponding distributions for sites at methane and CB7
(Figure 2, top right).
The S4 pocket of FXa contains two sites of the nontraditional type A.Fr.U. These sites, 21 and 23, are neighbors of each
other (Figure 3, bottom left) but are simultaneously occupied
in only 18% of the MD frames; , in those frames in which they
are both occupied, their mean interaction energy of −0.55 kcal/
mol is not particularly favorable. This relatively unfavorable
interaction presumably stems in part from competing
interactions of these waters with the aromatic surfaces on
which they reside (see below) and with other neighboring
G
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water sites (Figure 3, bottom left). The frustrated ﬁrst-shell
interactions of these waters correspond to their mildly
unfavorable values of E̅ nbr
ww (Table 3), relative to the bulk, and
lead to their A.Fr categorization. Interestingly, sites 21 and 23
are located on the aromatic surfaces of Tyr85 and Phe162,
respectively, and they each direct an OH group toward the
surface, as seen for Phe in solution (above). The broad loss of
ﬁrst-shell interactions at both sites is evident in the distributions
of ﬁrst-shell water energies associated with FXa 21 and 23
(Figure 3, bottom right). Here, the depletion is relatively
uniform, in contrast to the selective depletion of less favorable
interactions seen for the two A.En.U sites in Abl kinase (Figure
3, top right). The present pattern is consistent with the lack of
structure enhancement for these two FXa sites and resembles
what was observed for Phe in solution (Figure 2, bottom right)
but with greater and more uniform depletion.
3.2. Water at Neutral, Polar Surfaces. 3.2.1. Simple
Polar Molecules. The asparagine (Asn) side chain serves as a
reference model for the hydration of simple, neutral polar
solutes. This amide group induces four diﬀerent hydration sites,
for which representative conﬁgurations are shown in Figure 4

of simple solutes examined here, for which the normalized
energy distributions deviate more from the bulk. We speculate
that this preservation of structure is related, in part, to the fact
that the amide group, like a water molecule, oﬀers both
hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.
3.2.2. Hydration of Polar Surfaces in Protein Binding
Pockets. Protein hydration sites where water molecules form
greater than 0.1 hydrogen bonds with the neutral donor or
acceptor groups on the protein surface are categorized as polar
(P). As detailed in Table 2, there are about twice as many P
sites (103) as apolar ones (56) in the binding pockets studied
here. The water at the P sites averages about one hydrogen
bond with the protein, consistent with their categorization as
polar. As for the A sites, a majority of P sites show enhanced
water structure. On the other hand, the fraction of P sites with
frustrated water (P.Fr, 27%) is double the corresponding value
for the A sites (A.Fr, 13%), consistent with a view that a
hydrophobic surface has a particular tendency to generate
enhanced water structure. The average degree of frustration at
the P.Fr sites is greater than that at the A.Fr sites, in the sense
that they have less favorable values of E̅ nbr
ww , but structure at the
P.En sites is enhanced about the same as at the A.En sites.
Perhaps surprisingly, given that waters at P sites can form
stronger interactions with the protein, the fractions of P and A
sites that are net unfavorable (based on Etot) are similar, at
about 40%. However, the unfavorable P and A sites diﬀer in
that the P sites are much more enclosed on average ( fenc about
0.40 vs 0.24). Despite being in a polar environment,
energetically unfavorable hydration sites lose more water−
water hydrogen bonds due to enclosure than they form with
HB
the surface; thus, NHB
sw + Nww is less than the mean number of
hydrogen bonds, 3.33, of a water in the bulk. Inspection of the
P.Fr.U sites, in particular, reveals the consistent presence of a
ﬁrst-shell water neighbor which forms competing interactions
with another patch of the protein’s surface.
Examples of two energetically unfavorable P sites are now
further analyzed. The ﬁrst is site 6 in Abl kinase, a P.En.U site
where a representative water conﬁguration shows hydrogen
bonding with the protein and a single water neighbor (Figure 5,

Figure 4. Hydration of the amide side chain of Asn. Left: The most
probable water conﬁgurations in hydration sites forming hydrogen
bonds with the side chain (only shown for Asn). Middle and right:
normalized probability distribution and number density distribution of
the interaction energy of hydration site water molecules with their ﬁrst
shell neighbors, compared with the same distribution for pure water.

(left). Because the properties of these are very similar to each
other, Table 2 and the graphs in Figure 4 present averages over
the four sites. (Calculations for the glutamine side chain yielded
very similar results.) For these sites, the value of E̅nbr
ww remains
similar to that of bulk water, rather than becoming more
favorable like water at the simple apolar solutes. In addition, the
net water−water interaction becomes less favorable than for the
simple apolar solutes; however, this loss of stabilizing
interactions is more than compensated by the more favorable
solute−water interaction, Esw, consistent with the establishment
of solute−water hydrogen bonding. The net eﬀect is a total
energy, Etot, more favorable than that for the apolar sites and
bulk. Also, whereas water in the simple apolar sites was found
to have fewer hydrogen bonds, particularly in the case of Phe,
for waters at the Asn sites, the net number of hydrogen bonds
HB
(NHB
sw + Nww = 3.39) is essentially the same as that of bulk water
(3.33). Thus, hydrogen bonding to the amide group replaces
the lost hydrogen bonding with other water molecules.
The distribution of ﬁrst-shell interaction energies of the Asn
hydration sites is depleted relative to bulk water (Figure 4,
right), as expected due to volume exclusion; less expected is
that the shape of the distribution strongly resembles that of
bulk water. This marked similarity becomes particularly clear
upon normalizing the energy distributions (Figure 4, middle).
Indeed, the amide group produces almost no change in water
structure, by this measure. This is in contrast to the other types

Figure 5. High energy hydration sites in polar surface pockets. The
most probable water conﬁgurations of labeled and neighboring
hydration sites and their interactions with the protein surface are
shown for sites Abl 6 (left) and FXa 32 (middle). Number density
distribution of the energy of hydration site water molecules with their
ﬁrst shell neighbors, compared with the same distribution for pure
water (right).

left). The value of E̅nbr
ww is strongly negative, at −2.19 kcal/mol
(Table 3), indicating strongly enhanced water structure, but
there is only one water−water hydrogen bond, on average, and
the net water−water interaction energy, Eww, is correspondingly
weak, at only −3.15 kcal/mol, while the water−protein
interaction is strong, with Esw of −5.75 kcal/mol. In summary,
despite forming strong solute−water interactions, the enhanced
H
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As detailed in Table 2, all three sitesAsp, Arg 1, and Arg
2have frustrated water structure, based on values of Enbr
ww
considerably less favorable than the bulk; they also have total
energies, Etot, much more favorable than that of bulk water.
Accordingly, they are all classiﬁed as sites of type C.Fr.F. They
also have particularly favorable solute−water interactions,
ranging stronger than −6 kcal/mol. The overall pattern of
energetics is similar to that of the neutral polar solute, Asn, but
the deviations from the bulk are considerably stronger for these
charged sites. The ﬁrst-shell energy distributions accordingly
deviate quite strongly from those of bulk water (Figure 6,
right), with marked reductions in the peak of favorable
interactions and actual elevation of the repulsive shoulder at
about 1 kcal/mol, in the case of the Asp and Arg 2 sites. These
changes, including the new repulsions, presumably represent
the cost in unfavorable water−water interactions of orienting
waters to form strongly stabilizing interactions with the charged
solutes.
3.3.2. Hydration of Charged Surfaces in Protein Binding
Pockets. Hydration sites where the water molecules averaged
more than 0.1 hydrogen bond with a charged side chain were
categorized as charged (C). As detailed in Table 2, there are
about as many charged sites, 60, as apolar ones, 56. Consistent
with the results for simple charged solutes (above), the fraction
of charged sites with frustrated water structure is particularly
high, at 70%, and these C.Fr sites are particularly frustrated,
with E̅ wnbrw averaging −0.96 kcal/mol. The corresponding
fractions are 27 and 13% for the P.Fr and A.Fr protein sites
(above), and the average values of E̅ nbr
ww for the A.Fr and P.Fr
sites reach only −1.16 kcal/mol. On the other hand, the
average enhancement of E̅nbr
ww for the C.En sites, −1.7 kcal/mol,
is similar to those of the A.En and P.En sites. Unlike the case
for both A and P sites, there are no C sites that are overall
unfavorable energetically, and the values of Etot for C sites run
lower (more negative) than those for either the A or P sites. Of
all categories studied here, the C.Fr.F sites form the most
favorable average interactions with the solute, and the least
favorable interactions with other water molecules. All of these
features go to support the broad picture that strong water−
solute interactions at charged surfaces tend to break water
structure.
As an example, we examine the severe disruption of local
water structure at Casp sites 0 and 4, which together contribute
to the hydration of two arginine side chains, a histidine side
chain, and a glutamine side chain (Figure 7, left), in the S1
speciﬁcity pocket of Caspase 3. (Two fractional (0.34, 0.36)
hydrogen bonds between Casp 0 and Arg 207 are not depicted
because the highly occupied water position of Casp 0 shown

water structure at this site is comparable to that typical of an
enclosed apolar site, such as Abl sites 13 and 16 (Table 3);
indeed, the distribution of ﬁrst-shell energies (Figure 5, right) is
depleted of moderately favorable and unfavorable interactions
much as seen previously for Abl 13 and 16 (Figure 3, top right).
Hydration site FXa site 32 is categorized as type P.Fr.U,
where, as mentioned above, a water neighbor is constrained by
hydrogen bonds to the protein, leading to frustration at site 32
(Figure 5, middle). The ﬁrst-shell energy distribution (Figure 5,
right) is broadened, in striking contrast to that of Abl site 6
(Figure 5, right), with notable enhancement of the probability
of forming unfavorable interactions. As a consequence, E̅nbr
ww is
much less favorable (−1.08 kcal/mol) than that for Abl site 6
(−2.19 kcal/mol; Table 3). However, the overall depletion is
not marked, due to only a modest level of enclosure, fenc = 0.18.
Thus, although FXa site 32 is surrounded by nearly a full
complement of ﬁrst hydration shell waters, its interactions with
these waters are quite unfavorable relative to the bulk.
3.3. Water at Charged Surfaces. 3.3.1. Simple Charged
Molecules. Ionized aspartate (Asp) and arginine (Arg) side
chains were chosen as simple reference solutes for the
hydration of charged surfaces. Six similar sites, in which the
water donates one hydrogen bond to a carboxylate oxygen,
were found around Asp (Figure 6, left), and we present

Figure 6. Hydration of charged side chains of Asp and Arg. Left and
middle: The most probable water conﬁgurations in hydration sites
forming hydrogen bonds with the side chain of Asp and Arg,
respectively. Right: Number density distribution of the interaction
energy of hydration site water molecules with their ﬁrst shell
neighbors, compared with the same distribution for pure water.

averages over these sites. Two types of Arg hydration sites were
found (Figure 6, middle): Arg 1 comprises one hydration site
where water accepts one hydrogen bond from the guanidinium
group; Arg 2 comprises two hydration sites, where the water
typically accepts two hydrogen bonds from the solute, and the
Arg 2 results are averages over both Arg 2 sites.

Figure 7. Hydration sites in charged surface pockets. The most probable water conﬁgurations of labeled and neighboring hydration sites and their
interactions with the protein surface are shown for sites Casp 0 and 4 (left) and AChE 0 (middle). Number density distribution of the interaction
energy of hydration site water molecules with their ﬁrst shell neighbors, compared with the same distribution for pure water (right).
I
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does not satisfy hydrogen bonding criteria for these; see
Methods.) The ﬁrst-shell energy distributions of these two sites
(Figure 7, right) show not only marked, selective depletion of
favorable interactions but also marked enhancement of
unfavorable interactions, as indicated by the peaks near 1.5
kcal/mol, and a value of −0.77 kcal/mol for E̅nbr
ww (Table 3).
This mirrors the similar but less marked addition of a repulsive
shoulder in the corresponding graphs for the Arg 2 and Asp
hydration sites (Figure 6). Similarly, frustrated water structure
is observed at a number of other C.Fr sites, such as FXa sites 6
and 12; see the Supporting Information. It is also worth
mentioning that the total water−water energy, Eww, is positive
for sites Casp 0 and 4. This is due to unfavorable water−water
energy in the long range (>3.5 Å) compensating for favorable
water−water interactions in the ﬁrst shell. Eight other hydration
sites display a similar balance between short- and long-ranged
interactions (see the Supporting Information for Casp and Abl
sites). It appears that the strong interactions with the protein
surface cause misalignment between water pairs that are distant
neighbors (>3.5 Å). In this way, strong alignment of water
molecules by charged solutes can lead to strong new water−
water repulsions.
Nonetheless, there are also C.En sites where local water
structure is enhanced at a charged surface (Table 2). For
example, Figure 7 (middle) shows a representative conﬁguration of water at AChE site 0. The site water forms multiple
hydrogen bonds with the protein, along with a hydrogen bond
with its only ﬁrst shell neighbor. The resulting value of E̅nbr
ww is
quite favorable, at −1.72 kcal/mol (Table 3). Correspondingly,
the ﬁrst shell energy shows broad depletion of neighbors but
retention of the most favorable interactions on the left-hand
side of the graph (Figure 7, right).
3.4. Characteristics of Displaced Hydration Sites in
Proteins. Co-crystal structures with bound small molecule
ligands are available for all of the proteins studied here, and
some of the bound ligands overlap with the hydration sites
examined. Although a statistically rigorous analysis is not
possible, due to the anecdotal nature of the data set, it is
nonetheless of interest to consider whether any of the site
properties studied here correlate with the probability that a
ligand will displace the site, and to inquire about the nature of
the ligand substituents that displace various types of hydration
sites. We also note that the positions of hydration sites are
determined from the ligand-bound conformation of the
receptor, which may be diﬀerent from the apo structure. For
simplicity, we restrict our calculations to the ligand-bound
conformation and do not investigate the eﬀect of protein
reorganization on hydration site properties. The utility of such
analyses stems from two observations. First, multiple ligands
(e.g., from a congeneric series) may bind to essentially the same
receptor conformation, so analyzing the hydration of this
conformation can be useful to help understand how water may
inﬂuence the relative thermodynamics of ligand binding.
Second, the thermodynamics of protein−ligand binding can
be analyzed in terms of a ﬁrst step of organizing the solvated
apo conformation of the protein into the solvated ligand-bound
conformation, followed by a second step in which the ligand
binds the organized protein. The present study focuses on the
second step.
The resulting numbers of sites and displaced sites, as well as
the ratio of the two, are reported by site category in Table 4.
Perhaps the most striking, if not surprising, trend is that the
percentage of sites displaced is greatest for apolar sites (63%),

Table 4. Summary Statistics, by Hydration Site Categories,
for All Sites and Sites Displaced by Bound Ligands
type

all sites

displaced sites

fraction displaced

A.En.F
A.En.U
A.Fr.F
A.Fr.U
P.En.F
P.En.U
P.Fr.F
P.Fr.U
C.En.F
C.Fr.F

32
17
2
5
45
30
17
11
18
41

18
12
1
4
20
18
7
3
7
14

0.56
0.71
0.50
0.80
0.44
0.60
0.41
0.27
0.39
0.34

all En
all Fr

142
76

75
29

0.53
0.38

all A
all P
all C

56
103
59

35
48
21

0.63
0.47
0.36

all F
all U

155
63

67
37

0.43
0.59

intermediate for polar sites (49%), and lowest for charged sites
(34%). A closely related trend is that 59% of energetically
unfavorable sites are displaced, compared with only 43% of
favorable sites (Table 4). However, enhanced (type En) sites
are more frequently displaced than the frustrated (type Fr)
sites. This eﬀect is related to the observation that frustrated
sites are more frequently found in polar and charged
environments, which we noted earlier to be less frequently
displaced than the apolar sites. Some weak trends may also be
discerned for the average properties of displaced versus
nondisplaced sites (Table 2); in particular, the average
solute−water energy is somewhat lower for displaced sites,
and, perhaps most strikingly, the average number of water−
protein hydrogen bonds is smaller for displaced sites, 0.69, than
for nondisplaced sites, 0.93.
As might be expected, all of the displaced apolar hydration
sites are occupied by apolar ligand substituents, and the same is
true for the displaced polar hydration sites that average 0.5 or
fewer hydrogen bonds with the surface. As an example, Figure 8
(left) shows a nonpolar ligand substituent overlain on the FXa
21 and 23 apolar sites previously shown in Figure 3 (lower left).
The ligand’s hydrophobic group packs against the enclosed
hydrophobic surface of the S4 pocket of factor Xa, and
displaces multiple high energy water molecules. Perhaps more
surprising is that there are 21 cases of polar and charged
hydration sites where water averages at least 0.5 hydrogen
bonds to the protein, yet is displaced by a ligand functional
group that does not form the same hydrogen bond(s). The Abl
6 site considered above (Figure 5, left, and Figure 8, middle) is
an example of this scenario: the water in this site averages 1.8
hydrogen bonds with the protein (Table 3), making hydrogen
bonds with each of the Thr84 side chain and Ile82 backbone
77% of the time, and also making a hydrogen bond with the
Ala38 backbone carbonyl 24% of the time. (The hydrogen
bond with the backbone carbonyl is not shown in Figure 5
because it is not formed by the most probable water
conﬁguration.) The water-displacing ligand places a methyl
group proximal to the Ile82 backbone carbonyl, and thus fails
J
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Figure 8. Displacement of hydration sites by ligand functional groups. Apolar ligand moieties displace FXa 21 and 23 (left) and Abl 6 (middle),
while a carboxylate displaces sites Casp 0 and 4 (right).

interactions with the surface, remains unchanged when it
makes interactions with the surface comparable to that made
with other water molecules in the bulk, and is slightly frustrated
when it makes stronger interactions with the surface. In the
protein active sites studied here, most of the hydration site
water molecules behave similarly, in that they maintain a
favorable total energy relative to the bulk, while having either
enhanced energetic interactions with water neighbors, strong
interactions with the protein that compensate for unfavorable
energetic interactions with the water neighbors, or both.
However, exceptional cases are observed, among both apolar
and polar hydration sites, where water’s ability to structure itself
in such a manner breaks down, resulting in energetically
unfavorable water molecules, relative to bulk water. These
water molecules (categorized as A.Fr.U and P.Fr.U), in addition
to losing neighbors on the surface, are unable to maintain
favorable interactions with some of the neighbors which are
present, resulting in a frustrated local structure. The frustration
results from surface constraints that restrict neighboring water
molecules from adopting energetically favorable orientations.
Some examples of such constraints, found in the present study,
include neighboring water molecules either sandwiched
between two aromatic walls or simultaneously hydrogen
bonded to the surface. We also note the presence of other
high energy water molecules that have enhanced local structure
(categorized as A.En.U and P.En.U) but, due to a high degree
of enclosure and weak interactions with the surface, remain
energetically unfavorable relative to bulk water. Overall, water
structure in high energy hydration sites is characterized either
by signiﬁcant loss of neighbors and/or favorable interactions
with the remaining neighbors, combined with surface
interactions that insuﬃciently compensate these energetic
losses. We expect the displacement of such water molecules
to aﬀord an enthalpic advantage, in addition to a favorable
entropic contribution. Such cases of enthalpically unfavorable
water molecules have been highlighted in previous computational and experimental studies of protein−ligand systems,2−5,52,53 host−guest complexes,54−57 and model cavity−
ligand systems.6,50,51
Comparison of protein−water with protein−ligand contacts
for displaced hydration sites shows that, as expected, apolar and
weakly polar hydration sites tend to be displaced by
hydrophobic functional groups, and strongly polar and charged
hydration sites tend to be displaced by hydrophilic functional
groups. However, a subset of polar hydration sites is displaced
by nonpolar ligand moieties. By deﬁnition, a ligand that is fully
complementary to the surface is expected to sterically ﬁt and
make complementary electrostatic interactions. Hence, it is
reasonable to expect that, in a polar hydration site, ligands

to make a hydrogen bond that is formed by the displaced water.
However, the ligand does use a diﬀerent functional group to
form a hydrogen bond with the Thr84 side chain hydroxyl. This
case might be rationalized, at least in part, by the fact that the
protein groups to which the site water forms its hydrogen
bonds also make hydrogen bonds with other protein groups,
and thus may substitute greater internal stabilization for
interactions with water when the ligand binds. However,
there are other instances in which a P-type water is displaced by
a ligand which fails to substitute new ligand−protein hydrogen
bonds for the pre-existing water−protein hydrogen bonds. For
example, water at the P.En.U site FXa 14 with occupancy 0.67
has a mean interaction with the protein (Esw) of −3.1 kcal/mol
and averages 1.4 hydrogen bonds with the protein, but there are
at least 11 ligands in the PDB database, which displace it with a
methyl group.
At the other extreme, we observe that ligands displacing P.Fr
and C.Fr hydration sites always form hydrogen bonds to the
protein, replacing or surpassing those which had been made by
the displaced water molecules. For example, a ligand
carboxylate group displacing the Casp 0 and Casp 4 sites
presented above (Figure 7) simultaneously accepts ﬁve
hydrogen bonds from the nearby Arg and Gln side chains
(Figure 8, right), matching the average of ﬁve hydrogen bonds
previously formed by the two water sites (Table 3). This
particular example is quite striking, as in the displaced water
molecules not only have unfavorable values of E̅nbr
ww , relative to
bulk water, but also form suboptimal hydrogen bonds with the
surface compared to the ligand. Thus, despite their location at
the surface of several charged side chains, their interactions are
suboptimal, and they are displaceable. As noted above, Casp 4
forms two fractional hydrogen bonds with Arg 207, and Casp 0
does not hydrogen bond with Arg 207. On the other hand, the
X-ray crystallographic pose of the ligand indicates that the
carboxylate functional fully forms these two hydrogen bonds.
The additional hydrogen bonds formed by water with His121
and Ser120 are replaced either by ligand interactions involving
a diﬀerent ligand functional group or by structural water
molecules observed in the X-ray structure. Taken together,
these observations indicate that the carboxylate functional
group satisﬁes the hydrogen bonding groups on the protein
surface better than displaced water.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have described measures of local water structure and
energetic stability to characterize how water molecules
reorganize on simple solute surfaces and on protein activesite surfaces. Our reference systems show that local water
structure is generally enhanced when water makes weak
K
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would make the same hydrogen bonds with the protein that are
formed by the water molecules. It is perplexing to see that
ligands do not form the hydrogen bonds that are made by water
molecules. This prompts further investigation of whether
hydrophilic ligands would displace water molecules from
these hydration sites with greater aﬃnity or whether the lost
hydrogen bonds are compensated by other contributions from
ligand binding.
At charged hydration sites, water molecules always have a
favorable total energy relative to the bulk, at least in the current
data set, due to favorable interactions with both water
neighbors and the protein (C.En hydration sites), or to a
strong compensation between lost water−water and gained
protein−water interactions (C.Fr hydration sites). Interestingly,
water molecules at C.Fr hydration sites often have unfavorable
interactions with their ﬁrst-shell water neighbors, far in excess
of those typical of water molecules interacting with charged side
chains in solution; such unfavorable interactions are almost
nonexistent for water molecules in the bulk. These unfavorable
pair interactions typically arise from the fact that the
neighboring water forms competing hydrogen bonds with
nearby charged groups. Although similar constraints occur for
water molecules interacting with neutral polar groups, the eﬀect
is much stronger for charged groups.
We conjecture that the presence of water with highly
frustrated local structure has implications for how the
contributions of polar ligand−protein contacts ought to be
assessed. In general, any hydrogen bond formed between the
protein and the ligand replaces hydrogen bonds that each
molecule made with water; thus, if a hydrogen bond is
diagrammed as a dash, the number of hydrogen bonds is
balanced in the following simpliﬁed equation:
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